THE AGT GROUP

Who we are

AGT Group is a company
which is activated in the
trade, distribution and supply
of wholesale vaping and
electronic cigarettes throughout Europe.
We aspire to offer an excellent customer
experience, aiming at creating co-operation
and mutual development. Always
remaining at the peak of development and
strongly competitive intending to keep and
preserve our business identity.

experience. Our team will bend over
backwards to give you the best possible
service. We offer you availability and an
advantage by accommodating special
orders, if you need particular hardware
that is out of our variety we can find
and order the products from the right
manufacturers at very competitive
prices. Don’t hesitate to contact us
during our working hours by e-mail,
phone and live Chat.

Reliable & branded products

We provide a wide range of
electronic cigarettes and
accessories with the most
popular and reliable brands
in the field. Every week we aim in adding
and informing our variety pf products with
the latest hardware from the best brands
which are evolved in the international
market at very competitive prices.
Pioneering in relationship with price and
value by offering customers the lowest
and the best available prices in the market
without sacrificing the quality of our
services and products..

Delivery services
Secure and fast shipping.
All retail orders enjoy fast
shipping and received the
next day. We offer free shipping for
orders over 1000€ and no minimum
order quantity requirement.

Flexible payments options
• Bank transfer
• Cash on delivery
• Credit card

Customer service
Your satisfaction is our
priority! We make sure that
we always stay close to our customers
with deep product knowledge and

To learn more please visit agtgroup.bg

Enjoy the top vaping brands
at the most competitive prices
and offers!!

THE LIQUIDSLAB

WE MAKE LIQUIDS
Since 2009, the Liquids Lab is
one of the leading processing
companies fluids for electronic
cigarettes in Europe. Our
company with highlights in safety, quality
and innovation in the development of new
flavours comes to satisfy even the most
demanding vapers and creates products
that meet the requirements of the European
TPD guidelines.
Join the next generation of mixologists and
finding signature flavours that speak to your
taste buds and will intensify your recipes.
Our commitment to customers
is to provide quality products
and services every time. There
are several strategies that are used in order
to effectively promote and improve quality
and reliability, during the design phase,
the manufacture processes and analysis
improvements. The premium quality of our
products is ensured by thorough testing
during development and production. The
Liquids Lab systematically invests in
states-of-the-art laboratory infrastructures
and guarantees safety and hight-quality
products.
We produce and supply an
extensive range of unique flavours
to satisfy even the most demanding
vapers offering premium taste experience,
premium quality and premium design
packaging. The Liquids Lab products are

manufactured in a strictly regulated sterile
environment by well-qualified staff, from
premium ingredients produced in EU and
USA ,mature blends and stored in controlled
an ideal temperature conditions.
We only use USP standard,
certified PG/VG and nicotine with
pharmaceutical standards in our
e-liquids. Every time you hold
e-liquid from Liquids Lab be sure that
has exactly the same texture, the same
ingredients and the same manufacturing
process as the previous one.
We can develop your e-liquids according to your recipes or we can offer a
great variety of recipes. We can specially design labels and bottle packaging to
best suit your brand and marketing plans.

To learn more please visit theliquidslab.com

BLACK
For those who adore authentic cigarette taste
it wouldn’t be a better choice! Black has a wide
range of flavours with different varieties of tobacco,
distinguished for its quality.

Tobacco

Aromatic
Tobacco

Aromatic
Tobacco

Aromatic
Tobacco

BLACK 100%
The absolute sense of classic Greek
raw tobacco.

BLACK BOX
Delicious blend of caramel cream,
tobacco and coconut.

BLACK DIAMOND
Premium blend of finest tobacco
and sweet vanilla cream.

BLACK HOLE
The authenticity of classic tobacco
Virginia combined with semi-sweet
tones of flavoured tobacco.

Aromatic
Tobacco

Tobacco

Aromatic
Tobacco

Aromatic
Tobacco

Tobacco

00 | 06 | 11 | 16 | 50PG/50VG & FLAVOR SHOTS EDITION

BLACK JACK
A unique combination of aromatic
tobacco varieties with a smooth a
ertaste of brown roasted sugar.

BLACK MAGIC
Αn exquisite variety of American
tobacco.

BLACK MIRROR
Rich taste of tobacco blend with
sweet caramel and vanilla.

BLACK SOUND
Refined smoky blend with sweet
honey notes create a complex avor
that excites.

BLACK VELVET
Pure blend with spicy tones.The
most realistic cigar taste you’ve
ever tried!

An air of renewal brings the series White
which features a wide variety of flavours,
combining perfectly creamy tastes. With an
ideal ration ( 60VG/40PG ) for rich vapor
production and satisfying flavour.

Aromatic

WHITE CAT
Freshly roasted apple pie with a slight
hint of delicious cinnamon cream.

Aromatic

WHITE CLOUD
A tasteful combination of juicy red
fruits with a pinch of blueberries.

Aromatic

WHITE FOX
Sweet strawberry cream overlaid
with a smooth touch of vanilla.

Aromatic

WHITE MOUNTAIN
Tasty combination with velvety
lemon cream and crisp biscuit.

Aromatic

WHITE BEAR
The Delightful and fresh taste of
mojito coctail.

Aromatic

WHITE RABBIT
Banana and biscuit create an impressive
flavorful combination of sweetness.

Aromatic

WHITE SWAN
A delightful taste of forest fruits
with Madagascar vanilla.

Aromatic

WHITE WHALE
Full of peanut butter flavor and
vanilla cookies.

00 | 03 | 06 | 12 | 40PG/60VG

Be Happy with these amazing
combination of flavours, which
promise to offer you a unique vaping
experience! The excellent quality of
Happy e-liquids with the affordable
price will stand out of the competition.

Aromatic

Aromatic

Aromatic

HAPPY BEE
Sweet flavoured blend with orange
cream and crisp biscuit.

HAPPY DAY
Rich flavour of fresh peach with
tangy and creamy frozen yogurt.

HAPPY HOUR
The velvety flavour vanilla meets
the pleasant acidity of bilberry.

00 | 03 | 06 | 12 | 50PG/50VG

Aromatic

Aromatic

Aromatic
Tobacco

HAPPY PLANET
Fresh and fruity flavour with an
aftertaste of sweet melon reviving
summer memories.

HAPPY SMILE
Delicious fruit blend of strawberry
and pomegranate.

HAPPY TIME
Tobacco blend with tones of
chocolate and vanilla

TALES
Tales is a premium line that provides a great
range of tobacco flavours found in cigars,
cigarettes and pipes which will suit all types
of vapers. Their excellent flavour and steam
quality are those features that make them
distinguish from the rest e-liquid’s market.

BALLOON
Chewy delicious flavour of bubble
gum tastes and smells like the real.
Aromatic

RAINBOW
Tobacco blend with ripe cherry notes.
Aromatic
Tobacco

RED DRAGON
Flavour of energy drink that gives
you wings and revives your senses.

KING
Rich tobacco flavour with a hint of
sweetness.
Aromatic

Tobacco

LUNA
Rich taste full of freshly espresso
and creaminess frothy milk.
Aromatic

Aromatic
Tobacco

SWEET DREAM
A unique vaping experience offers
this flavoured tobacco blend with a
gentle sweet finish.

00 | 06 | 12 | 18 | 40PG/60VG

For vapers who looking for more
sophisticated tastes Elegant offers these
e-liquids that will pleasantly satisfy you!

Aromatic

BLUE HOTEL
A special blend of premium tobacco
with a hint of hazelnut.

SILK ROAD
The delightful combination of rich
smoke blend enriched with black rum!
Aromatic

MANHATTAN CLUB
Juicy orange pie for the admirers of
sweet flavors.
Tobacco

Aromatic

PURPLE HAZE
A special tobacco blend with a delicious
flavor of fresh apple and cinnamon!
Aromatic

FLAVOR BOOST & FLAVOR SHOTS EDITION

Aromatic

SILVER RIVER
The creamy flavor and aroma of the
traditional sweet rice pudding in a
stunning vaping experience!

TOBACCO ROAD
A unique smooth and distinctive
blend of tobacco with aromatic
notes of sandalwood.

For vapers who looking for more
sophisticated tastes Elegant offers these
e-liquids that will pleasantly satisfy you!

OSLO
Fresh strawberry with banana
and vanilla flavor.

BERLIN
Pure dry tobacco taste and flavor.
Tobacco

Aromatic

PROFESSOR
Dry tobacco flavour with woody
aftertaste.

DENVER
A delicious fuity mix.
Aromatic

Tobacco

RIO
Delicious and crisp vanilla
cookie.

MOSCA
A mouth watering greek ouzo
candy taste and flavor.
Aromatic

Aromatic

NAIROBI
The sweet caramel delight.
Aromatic

Aromatic
Tobacco

TOKYO
Premium tobacco blend with
hints of vanilla cookie.

20ML TO 60ML FLAVOR SHOTS

...you better
THINK e-liquids offers a full range of
tastes for the fans of aromatic flavors.

AGAIN

FREE

Smooth Tobacco taste with
Vanilla and Caramel notes!
Aromatic
Tobacco

Refreshing Cola flavor with
soft lemon notes!

BEAUTIFUL

LOUD

Chilly watermelon & melon
with fresh mint!

BIG

Aromatic

SMART

Breezy Pink Lemonade!

Aromatic

BRIGHT

Chilly mint with Vanilla and
Black Chocolate flavor!
Aromatic

POSITIVE

Italian creamy Latte with
sweet caramel!

20ML TO 60ML FLAVOR SHOTS

Alluring Rum & Cola
Combination!

PINK

Delicious taste of Blueberry
Muffins.

Aromatic

SIMPLE

Cheesecake with vanilla
custard, juicy lime and chilly
peppermint!
Aromatic

Aromatic

Aromatic Tobacco taste
with Wallnut and Caramel
Aromatic
Tobacco

Aromatic

Aromatic

RIGHT

TWICE

Dreamy & Creamy
Strawberry Ice Cream
Aromatic

Sweet and fruity combination
of strawberries and bananas.
Aromatic

These essential juices can
end you into a new galaxy!
Create your own e-liquid flavour
easily, quickly and economically
ready to vape it in just a few hours.

Aromatic
Tobacco

COSMIC RAY
A harmonious combination of rich
American tobacco with distinctive
fruity notes.

Aromatic

CRAZY VEGA
A delightful mix of fresh juicy
strawberries with white rum
Aromatic

Aromatic
Tobacco

PLANET X
Delicious and crispy sweet lemon
tart.
Aromatic

ECLIPSE
A classic smooth tobacco with a
hint of icy menthol, giving a great
cool vape.

Aromatic
Tobacco

GALAXY 69
An aromatic blend of rich tobacco
with undertones of roasted nuts.
Aromatic
Tobacco

MARS ATTACK
truly delicious treat! Sweet and
creamy dough that comes from
traditional Italian dessert Cannoli! .

TIME TRAVELER
Kentucky Bourbon, caramelized
almonds and roasted coconut with
notes of Madagascar vanilla.

ZERO GRAVITY
Sweet caramelized banana ice cream
with delicious bittersweet chocolate.
Aromatic

20ML TO 60ML FLAVOR SHOTS

Crazy Flights offers 6 favorite recipes
that will fascinate , surprise and will
suit all types of vapers!

707
Cannoli & Banana.

320
Cannoli, Coffee & Chocolate.
Aromatic

Aromatic

737
Strawberry, Apple & Exotic fruits.

340
Tobacco, Hazelnut and beer nuts.
Aromatic
Tobacco

Aromatic

380
Tobacco & Italian Cannoli.
Aromatic
Tobacco

20ML TO 60ML FLAVOR SHOTS

747
Cannoli & strawberry.
Aromatic

Love the flavor of mint? Now you can
enjoy the cool rush as a refreshing vape.
These mint flavored liquids are really cool!!!

ARCTIC SNOW
A refreshing liquid as cool as ice!
Aromatic

FROZEBERRY
Juicy fruit mix blended with fresh mint.
An amazing vaping experience.
Aromatic

CHERRY CHILL
A chilling liquid with cherry flavor.
Aromatic

Aromatic

LEMON BREEZE
Amazing taste of freshly squeezed
lemons with hints of mint.
Aromatic

CHOCOICE
This liquid bursts with chocolate flavor,
blending beautifully with the cool rush
of the peppermint.

VANILLA CHILL
Fresh vanilla with mint.
Delicious, refreshing and... cool.
Aromatic

20ML TO 60ML FLAVOR SHOTS

BLEU

FLAVORS

BROWN SMILE

MARBLE VENUS

Oriental aromatic tobaccos with
Viennese chocolate and vanilla.
Aromatic
Tobacco

Aromatic

CREAMY DREAM

Aromatic

VIRGIN DUST

Juicy Fresh Strawberries
with cookies and cream!

GREEN RAY

Tobacco with Vanilla and
Caramel!
Aromatic
Tobacco

Aromatic

SHY LADY

American tobacco with
tones of green apple.

YELLOW SPOT

Juicy ripe mango which blends
with special rose aroma.
Aromatic

BLEU

Crisp cookie with soft
cream of pistachios.

SEXY CURVE

Milk chocolate blended with
a pure vanilla aftertaste.

Aromatic
Tobacco

TERRA RAY

Mix of summer fresh fruits
with notes of vanilla.

DARK GROOVE

Sweet lemon with a pinch
of breezy mint!
Aromatic

Simply

FLAVORS

AMERICAN BLEND

CINAMMON COOKIES

Rich flavour of American
tobacco
Tobacco

Aromatic

Aromatic

TURKISH BLEND

Fresh and tasty green apple
flavour.

BLUE RASPBERRY

Tobacco blend with the
flavours of the east.
Aromatic
Tobacco

Aromatic

MINT

An excellent juicy blueberry
flavour.
Aromatic

Fairy tastes of sweet and
juicy strawberries.

GREEN APPLE

Flavour and taste of freshly
baked biscuit.
Aromatic

STRAWBERRY

Delicious crunchy biscuit with
cinnamon flavour.

BISKOTO

VANILLA

Cool and fresh mint flavour.
Aromatic

CARAMELA

An exquisite vanilla cream
flavour.
Aromatic

RED BULLET

The classic flavour of sweet
roasted caramel.
Aromatic

Aromatic

Aromatic

Aromatic

Bourbon with Vanilla and
Coconut!

SANDY DREAM

Aroma of freshly baked cake
with sweet white cream.
Aromatic

SMOKEY EYE

Delectable blend of fresh cut
red fruits of forest.

VIRGINIA BLEND

The flavour that will launch
your energy and spirit.
Aromatic

PREMIUM QUALITY HIGHLY CONCENTRATED FLAVORS

Virginia blend for the most
demanding.
Tobacco

BASES

BLEU

Highest quality vaping bases!
We give you the best materials you
need to create your own e- liquid!
We supply high quality
pharmaceutical grade ingredients
(PG, VG, nicotine liquid).

BLEU VG

BLEU PG

HIGH VG

BALANCED

BOOSTERS
Premium Nicotine
boosters.
Create your own
e-liquid flavour
easily, quickly and
economically ready
to vape it in just a
few hours.
SALTED NICOTINE

BALANCED NICOTINE

HIGH VG NICOTINE

BLEU BALANCED

PREMIUM QUALITY BASES & NICOTINE BOOSTERS

